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Chapter 63 I Knew You Would Come

Daniel’s expression darkened, “What? She thinks business class arranged by the company is not good enough for her?”

In fact, the company originally wanted to book first class, but there weren’t any seats.

“How can that be? It’s just that Arya’s popularity is increasing day by day. If something were to happen then she won’t be able to

film the reality show. We are in a tight schedule!”

Luna said all she needed and hung up, without giving Daniel a chance to respond.

Julia who sat beside them opened her eyes wide. This was the first time she had enjoyed such special treatment, bodyguards, a

private jet with such luxurious interior, “Luna, is the Morrison Family that powerful? Why does Arya still want to be an actress?”

Being in this industry, she is aware a lot of wealthy young women have their family to support them so they only choose acting as

a way to spend their free time and did not take it seriously. Arya was an actor with both strength and background. If Daniel hadn’t

suppressed her in those last few years, her acting would have been limitless to what she could achieve.

“Well… Morrison Family is indeed powerful and have a lot of strength, but today …”

Before Luna could finish her sentence, the cabin door opened and a tall and handsome man wearing a top designer labeled suit

strode in. His black eyes shone with coldness, his handsome face carried a hint of arrogance.

As soon as he saw Arya, the cold aura he exuded instantly subsided. He smiled and walked over to her and held her hand.

As soon as he saw Arya, the cold aura he exuded instantly subsided. He smiled and walked over to her and held her hand.

Just as Arya saw Allen, she could not able to hide her joy. She held his hand and smiled faintly.

“Allen… I knew you would come!”

“Have you eaten lunch yet?”

With their familiar tone and affectionate attitude, the way they both looked at each other was like a landscape painting.

“No, I was waiting for you.” Arya took his arm and the two of them entered into the rear cabin.

They would always understand what each other were thinking. Arya knew in her heart that Allen would definitely come for her.

Julia, who was standing at the side, was about to get a stroke due to the sudden shock.

That man just now was the CEO of Dahua Entertainment! She wasn’t hallucinating, right? He was the most powerful man in the

entertainment industry!

Allen Jones!!!!!

“Luna, pinch me? Was I dreaming? Was that man just now Allen Jones?” She never thought she had the chance to see him up

close and to witness his relationship with Arya was that affectionate.

“There’s no need to pinch you. You’re not dreaming. He had arranged everything that happened today. They were all for Arya.

We’re just happen to be there, sharing the limelight.” Luna explained.

Julia suddenly had a thought and assumed, “Don’t tell me that even Allen Jones fell for Arya and wooing her?”

“To be accurate, he’s just spoiling his wife.”

With that explanation, Julia mentally blanked out and her ears buzzed.

The artist Daniel assigned her to was actually the CEO’s wife of the Dahua Entertainment!

They even wanted her to monitor Arya and destroy her return back to the entertainment industry!

Heavens, is there a misunderstanding somewhere? If Allen Jones’s woman wanted to act, it would only take one sentence…

With an entertainment empire like Dahua Entertainment, Brilliant Entertainment is nowhere near any ranking at all.

“Caroline has been so worried that Arya will reconcile with Daniel!”Julia coughed twice.

There is absolutely no comparison between Daniel and Allen. If Caroline found out about Arya’s current identity, she would

probably faint from envy!
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